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Overview of EVV in 
The Cures Act



Cures Act EVV Requirements

 Requires EVV to be used for any Medicaid-funded personal care 
services provided on or after January 1, 2019 for states to maintain 
full federal match
 Applies to all waiver and state plan personal care services—no 

exceptions
 If a state chooses not to implement EVV in its Medicaid-funded 

personal care, it will face an FMAP reduction beginning in 2019
 FMAP reduction will increase each year (up to 1% by 2023)



Cures Act EVV Requirements

 Similar requirements in place for Medicaid-funded home health 
services, but with an extended compliance deadline

 EVV must be used for all Medicaid-funded home health by January 
1, 2023, or a state will face a similar loss to its federal match



Cures Act EVV Requirements

 A Cures Act-compliant EVV system must electronically verify the 
following:
 Type of service performed
 Who received the service
 Date of service
 Location of service delivery
 Who provided the service
 When the service begins and ends



EVV Funding

 The Cures Act guarantees 90% federal funding to states for costs 
relating to the design, development, or installation of an EVV 
system
 This applies whether the state operates the EVV system or a contractor 

operates the system on the state’s behalf
 Also guarantees 75% federal funding for the costs of system 

operation and maintenance



Preparing for Compliance

 The Cures Act requires states to work with agencies and entities 
involved with Medicaid personal care and home health to ensure 
that:
 The EVV system implemented is “minimally burdensome”
 It takes into account “best practices and electronic visit verification 

systems in use in the state”
 The system is HIPAA-compliant and secure



Preparing for Compliance

 States that are implementing EVV systems as part of Cures Act 
compliance are also required to establish a stakeholder process that 
includes input from beneficiaries, family caregivers, workers, and 
other stakeholders

 Training opportunities must be provided to EVV system users



Cures Act Caveats

 States have a grace period if an EVV system is not fully 
implemented by 2019 if:
 The state has made a “good faith effort” to implement an EVV system, 

AND
 The implementation process has encountered “unavoidable system 

delays”
 If these conditions are met, the state will not face a reduction in 

federal match in 2019
 The law’s EVV prohibitions must not “be construed as establishing” 

an FLSA employer-employee relationship



Other Things to Know

 CMS is required to issue detailed guidance on Cures Act-related 
EVV implementation this year

 States are not required to use a particular or uniform EVV system
 EVV must not limit services provided, provider selection, constrain 

an individual’s selection of a caregiver, or “impede the manner in 
which care is delivered”



Feedback from 
Members Thus Far



Member Survey

 In February, we surveyed our FMS and Program Members about 
EVV

 We had one of our best response rates ever
 We distilled the open-ended feedback into key themes



Key Themes

 Principles of Self Direction
 A New Array of Costs
 Participant Education
 EVV Logistics specifically in self direction
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Tips for Implementing EVV



Don’t let the tail wag the dog
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In general, EVV wasn’t created with self 
direction in mind

 Most existing EVV systems were created for agency-based personal 
care and home health care

 The systems were designed for the unique structure of those types of 
services

 As you all well know, self direction dramatically adjusts some of the 
key components of agency-based personal care

 This means that some of the key components of most EVV systems 
will be at odds with the design of your self direction programs

 This is not a deal-breaker, but means that you should implement 
EVV with eyes wide open and get ahead of challenges now
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Self-directed services thrive on the 
richness of community life—make 
sure your EVV system supports the 

flexibility of self direction.
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 People using self-directed services live in 
cities, small towns, on farms and remote 
communities. 
 EVV implementation tip: An EVV system that 

supports self-direction needs to have flexibility 
and adaptability related to internet access or 
mobile devices. A successful EVV system will 
accommodate limited or no internet access 
where Personal Care service is delivered. 
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 Like all of us, people using self-directed 
services experience last-minutes changes and 
unexpected challenges.
 EVV implementation tip: An EVV system that 

supports self direction should avoid rigid 
scheduling rules. A successful EVV system will 
allow for ease of schedule changes based on the 
person’s needs.
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 People using self-directed services are 
typically on the go – running errands, 
meeting friends, going to work, enjoying their 
hobbies & living full lives in the community.
 EVV implementation tip: An EVV system that 

supports self-direction will be as mobile as the 
people using it. A successful EVV system will 
support individuals to get services wherever the 
person lives his/her life and not only in the 
home or nearby the home.
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 Self-direction means that people have both the 
right to control their services, as well as 
responsibility for managing their budget. 
Individuals approving their workers’ timesheets 
is a critical component of budget management.
 EVV implementation tip: An EVV system that 

supports self-direction is designed to keep 
participants “in the driver’s seat.” A successful 
EVV system will provide a variety of accessible 
means for people to approve service hours, using 
both innovative and standard technologies.
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 People may not always be able to call in the 
moment work begins or end the shift as soon as 
work ends. Mistakes will also happen. 
Correcting our errors and moving forward is an 
everyday life experience and should not result in 
financial hardship.
 EVV implementation tip: An EVV system that 

supports self-direction will not make it difficult to 
retroactively adjust shift start or end times nor will 
there be lengthy payment delays when mistakes 
happen. A successful EVV system will facilitate 
efficient communication for problem-solving when 
mistakes occur.
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 Financial Management Service (FMS) providers have been 
implementing a variety of successful technology solutions for 
tracking worker time and verifying that services have been 
provided. FMS providers take their role in monitoring seriously, 
and are valued partners in assuring accountability for Medicaid 
expenditures. 

 EVV implementation tip: An EVV system that supports self direction 
will be designed for integration with existing investments in 
automation to avoid duplication of effort and expenditures. A 
successful EVV system will build on the efforts of FMS providers 
rather than mandating implementation of new systems if current 
systems meet federal requirements. 
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 Individuals who are self-directing their services and 
supports can provide both an essential and unique 
perspective on implementing EVV in your state. Invite 
them to join the conversation. 
 EVV implementation tip: State-wide EVV implementation 

plans that support self direction will be developed in 
concert with all of the key stakeholders – and specifically, 
with the input of people who self-direct their services. A 
successful EVV system will not only meet the federal 
requirements for electronic visit verification, but also 
provide useful tools that facilitate operation of self-
directed programs. 
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 EVV is not FMS.  Do not be fooled into thinking 
that adding payroll to EVV means you have 
achieved FMS.
 Self direction is simple in concept, but complex in 

management of the payments, tax and labor rules.  
FMS are a unique set of services that has taken the 
FMS industry two decades to master.  If an EVV 
vendor tells you they can “do payroll” too and so 
you do not need an FMS provider, beware.  FMS is 
much more than payroll and you may be setting up 
your program for major compliance and operational 
disasters.
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Four Ways to have EVV

1. State contracts with EVV system vendors or builds own EVV 
system and requires Medicaid providers to use it.

2. State establishes EVV system standards and certifies EVV vendors 
who meet standards. Any approved vendors can be used by 
Medicaid providers in the state.

3. Each Managed Care entity selects their own EVV system and 
requires Medicaid providers to use it. 

4. State sets EVV standards. Medicaid providers can use any system 
that meets the state’s EVV standards.
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